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1. Terence Trent D’Arby 
“She Kissed Me” (Columbia) 3:40 

2. Pere Ubu 
“Sleep Walk” (Imago) 4:23 

3. Pure 
“Spiritual Pollution” (Reprise) 3:52 

4. Ethyl Meatplow 
“Queenie” (Dali/Chameleon)-3:30 

5. Adorable 
“Sunshine Smile” (Creation/SBK/ERG) 3:53 

6. Mystery Artist 0 • 
“Captain Nemo” (A&M) 5:23 

7. PJ Harvey . 
“50Ft Queenie” (Island/PLG) 2:22 

8. dada 
“Here Today, Gone Tomorrow” (IRS) 4:40 

9. R.E.M. 
“The Sidewinder Sleeps Tonite” (Warner Bros.) 2:41 

10. Hammerbox 
“Hed” (A&M) 3:30 

11. Dillon Fence 
“Poor Poor Lonely” (Mammoth) 3:09 

12. Tool 
“Sober” (Zoo) 5:06 

13. Dog Society 
“Love Is All Gone” (EastWest America/TAG) 3:20 

14. Ultra Vivid Scene 
“Candida” (4AD/Chaos) 4:04 

15. School O-f Fish 
“ Everyword ” (Capitol) 3:37 

16. Archers Ot Loaf 
“Web In Front” (Alias) 2:05 

17. Mind Bomb 
“Do You Need Some?” 
(Roll Mosimann Radio Edit) (Mercury) 3:45 
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CD Tune Up #34 April 12,1993 
1 Tereiue Trent D'Arby "She Kissed Me" (Columbia) 

A far throw from the likes of “Wishing Well,” “She Kissed Me” blends a dominating and ominous guitar melody with layered 
vocals and busy drum beats. “She Kissed Me” is the first single from the forthcoming Symphony Or Damn on Columbia 

Records. D’Arby’s familiar tone shines through occasionally on the chorus, reminding us of the powerful musical force that he 
is. She Kissed Me" is a tad more raucous than some of his previous works, but it's an interesting endeavor by an artist who 
thrives on change and experimentation. [The players on this track include: Terence Trent D’Arby - vocals, Tommy Girvin - lead 
guitar, Chester Kamen - lead guitar, Lee Sklar - bass. Curt Bisquera - drums, TTD - rhythm guitar, percussion and backing 

vocals. Written, arranged and produced by TTD.] 

2 PereUbu "Sleep Walk" (Imago) 
Cleveland’s Pere Ubu’s latest single, “Sleep Walk,” from their Imago debut (and ninth, overall) album. Story Of My Life, contin¬ 

ues to prove the validity of Pere Ubu’s musical vision. “Sleep Walk” strolls through a languishing melodic progression, 
enhanced by the surreal, atmospheric background harmonies. Unique sounds and styles have been a Pere Ubu trademark 
since their inception in the mid-1970s. “Sleep Walk” continues Pere Ubu’s tradition of “Avant Garage" rock, and seems 

poised to sleepwalk the band into the spotlight of popular recognition. [David Thomas - vocals/melodeon/guitar, Jim Jones - 
guitar/Hammond B3/vocals, Tony Maimone - bass/EML synthesizer and Scott Krauss - drums/percussion/shortwave. 

Produced by Al Clay.] 

3 Pure "Spiritual Pollution" (Reprise) 
Pure swing through “Spiritual Pollution,” taken from their debut album Pureafunalia. An eclectic combination of rock attitudes, 
dance grooveability and guitar-driven hooks, Pure combine conflicting influences into a fresh and unique sound. “Spiritual 
Pollution" fuses big band-esque horns, blues-rooted progressions and pulsing drums into a captivating melody, rich in emo¬ 

tional honesty. The single rocks with a Pure-ly unique feel, endowing Pure with the potential to be the best Canadian import 
since Wayne Gretzky. [Jordy Birch - vocals, Todd Simko - guitar, Leigh Grant - drums, Mark Henning - keyboards and Dave 

Hadley - bass. Produced by Jerry Harrison.] 

4 Ethyl Meatplow "Queenie" (Dali/Chameleon) 
Los Angeles’ Ethyl Meatplow combine high-voltage electronic noise with gender-blending vocals and create a disturbing, psy¬ 
cho-industrial/disco groove hybrid. “Queenie," the first single from their debut album, Happy Days, Sweetheart, plows through 
a computer-chip-meets-flesh dance beat as the penetrating vocal harmonies and guitar fuzz punctuate the non-traditional sonic 

assault. “Queenie" is a sex-powered, musical cyborg accessorized with androgynous melodies of an unpredictable, carnal 
nature. [John Napier - guitar/vocals/programming/samples, Carla Bozulich - vocals/trumpet and Biff "Barefoot” Sanders - 

drums/samples. Produced by Barry Adamson & Ethyl Meatplow.} 

5 Adorable "Sunshine Smile" (Creation/SBK/ERG) 
Adorable rumble through a guitar-led, drum-driven noise harmony on “Sunshine Smile,” the first single from their US debut 
album. Against Perfection. Commencing with a low-key harmony, “Sunshine Smile” suddenly leaps into a crunching power 

chord explosion in the English guitar-rock tradition. A big, bold Indie sound exudes from the fluid, yet crunchy guitar that, in 
conjunction with a powerhouse rhythm groove, grinds out a compelling melody that demands to be played at high volume. The 

vocals augment the combination and bring a plaintive, longing atmosphere to “Sunshine Smile.” Adorable play hard-edged pop 
melodies with a high-voltage, almost punk, intensity, creating “Sunshine Smile”’s fun and refreshing attitude. [Piotr Fijalkowski 

- vocals/guitar, Robert Dillam - guitar, Will - bass and Kevin Gritton - drums. Produced by Pat Collier.] 

6 Mystery Artist "Captain Nemo" (A&M) 
Our mystery artist, while being mere well-known for her mrk on the stage (ie: “Cats,” “The Phantom Of The Opera” and, cur¬ 
rently, “Aspects Of Love”), is no stranger to popular music, having three Top 10 singles to her credit: 1978’s “I Lost My Heart 
To A Starship Trooper,” “The Phantom Of The Opera” (duet with Steve Harley) and “All I Ask Of You” (duet with Cliff “Evil 

Woman” Richards). “Captain Nemo,” The first single from her latest album. Dive, features her supple voice floating over an 
arresting combination of mid-tempo beats, hypnotic grooves and aquatic melodies. The result is an otherworldly siren-song 

that Ulysses would have found impossible to resist. [Mystery Artist - vocals,_,_and_. 
Produced by Frank Peterson and the Mystery Artist.] 

7 PJ Harvey "SOEt Queenie" (Island/PLG) 
PJ Harvey’s latest offering, “50Ft Queenie,” from her latest album. Rid Of Me, is a hard-edged, powerful single. The grinding, 
power-chord progressions, piercing vocals and murderous drums melt into a pool of musical lava. “50Ft Queenie” crosses a 
punk-like intensity crossed with a psycho-billy feel, creating a PJ Harvey future classic. [PJ Harvey - guitar/vocals, Stephen 

Vaughan - bass and Robert Ellis - drums/vocals. Produced by Steve Albini.] 

8 dada "Here Today, Gone Tomorrow" (IKS) 
It would have been easy to dismiss dada as some sort of twisted. Alternative one-hit wonder had “Dizz Knee Land” played 
itself out after four weeks. However, to the surprise of many Alternative programmers, dada refused to be relegated to the 

"whatever happened to shelf.” It’s been eight months since dada’s debut album. Puzzle, was released, and in those eight 

months, dada has firmly occupied a slot on the Expand-0 Radio chart. No mean feat considering the unrelenting wave of 
established Alternative artists that has pounded lesser debut artists into the netherworld. [Joie Calio - vocals, bass, Michael 

Gurley - vocals, guitar, Phil Leavitt - vocals, drums. Produced by dada.] 

9 RJM "The Sidewinder Sleeps Tonite" (Warner Bros.) 
It’s so strange to think that at one point in time, R.E.M. were considered “that strange college band.” For us, however, R.E.M. 
became a band of mythical proportions long before their sales reached mythical proportions. “Perfect Circle” is still so ingrained 
in our psyche that we’re constantly using it as a gauge against all of R.E.M.’s releases. Which is what brings us to “The 

Sidewinder Sleeps Tonite." Initially, this track caught us by surprise thanks to a reprise of Robert Knight’s “The Lion Sleeps 
Tonight" and orchestra arrangements by John Paul Jones. However, repeated listening and another glimpse into R.E.M.’s wry 
sense of humor has endeared this track to us in the same way that the Andy Kaufman references made “Man In The Moon” 

special. [Not knowing the members of R.E.M. is akin to not being able to name The Beatles. Produced by Scott Litt and R.E.M.] 

10 Hammerbox "Hed" (A&M) 
Vocalist Carrie Akre belts out a duet with drummer/singer Dave Bosch on “Hed,” the second single from Seattle’s 
Hammerbox. Numb is the quintet’s A&M Records debut (they’d already put out their self-titled debut on C/Z Records in May of 
1991). “Hed’”s mournful verse is backed by beefy guitar riffs that suddenly turn into a determined and defiant explosion of 
energy and emotion. An ecstatic example of unpredictability, pure adrenalin and artistic honesty. [Hammerbox is: Carrie Akre - 

vocals, Harris Thurmond - guitars, James Atkins - bass and Dave Bosch - drums/vocals. Produced by Michael Bienhorn.] 

11 Diiion Feme "Poor Poor Lonely" (Mammoth) 
“Poor Poor Lonely,” the first single from Chapel Hill, North Carolina-based Dillon Fence’s second album. Outside In, begins 
with a structured, driving melody that slowly descends into a haze of guitar generated feedback. The throaty tenor quality of 

the vocals blend with the wailing guitar fills, creating a mixture of forlorn and frustration-ridden emotional catharticism. “Poor 
Poor Lonely” builds to the feedback climax on the shoulders of anger-filled and lonely progressions, as Dillon Fence vent their 
emotions on their poor, poor instruments. [Greg Humphries - vocals/guitar, Kent Alphin - guitar, Chris Goode - bass and 

Scott Carle - drums. Produced by Lou Giordano.] 

12 Tool "Sober" (Zoo) 
Beware of sharp objects, and by all means, beware of Tool. Zoo Records has finally released one of band’s best songs to 
date, entitled “Sober.” The track could originally be found on the band’s demo, which Zoo serviced shortly after signing the 
band and previous to the release of the Opiate EP. The harrowing and unearthly “Sober” is a searing, blasphemous track that 
is not for the weak at heart. Tor it stalks its prey like a python with one intent; to asphyxiate and consume. [Toot is: Maynard 

James Keenan - vocals, Adam Jones - guitar, Paul D’Amour - bass and Danny Carey - drums.] 



13 Dog Satiety "Love Is All Gone" (EastWest/Amerita/TAG) 
“Love Is All Gone,” from Dog Society’s debut album, Test Your Own Eyes, intertwines hip-hop inspired guitar hooks with rock 

rhythms, creating arresting, melodic, innovative music. Hailing from Archie Bunker’s stomping grounds. Queens, New York- 
based Dog Society test the limits of contemporary music with their tense, guitar-led creations. “Love Is All Gone" succeeds in 
blending elements of a variety of musical styles into a captivating, single-minded groove. [Ryan Bay - vocals, Bruce Erik Brauer 
- guitar/backing vocals, Guerzon - bass and Joe Ranieri - percussion. Produced by Tom Rothrock and Rob Schnapf.] 

14 Ultra rividSiene “Candida" (4AD/Cliaos) 
Wrought with mood and atmosphere, and bearing a guitar-washed semblance to the likes of My Bloody Valentine and Jesus And 

Mary Chain, Ultra Vivid Scene’s “Candida” is a shrewd sampling of Kurt Ralske’s undying dedication to a genre of music he 
could easily dominate with the right assistance. “Candida” is the second single from the brilliant Rev, on the 4AD/Chaos labels. 
The track is a mesmerizing ocean of sound that tugs and releases like a gentle undertow. [Ultra Vivid Scene is: Kurt Ralske - 
vocals/alt guitars, Matthew Sweet - bass, Fred Maher - drums and Sarah Walker - backing vocals. Produced by Fred Maher.] 

75 SthoolOfFish "Everyword" (Capitol) 
“Everyword," from School Of Fish’s Human Cannonball, oscillates like a set of swells heading for the shore. The undulating 
rhythms {of the drums and bass) rise and fall in a melodic flow as the guitar rides the crest with a reverberating, swirling 
sound. “Everyword’”s sub-marine atmosphere and fluid harmonies will inundate you in School Of Fish’s watery, enchanting 
world. [Josh Clayton-Felt - vocals/guitar, Michael Ward - guitar/backing vocals, John Pierce - bass and Josh Freese - drums. 

Produced by Matt Wallace and School Of Fish.] 

16 Arthers Of loaf "Web In front" (Alias) 
Fuzzy guitars pounce with a power-pop hook as the Archers Of Loaf ensnare us in the “Web In Front.” The bouncy groove and 

plaintive vocals generate a pleasant atmosphere, tinged with a lyrical hint of loss of love and trust. “Web In Front” is an arrest¬ 
ing coalition of vocal honesty, fun guitars and amiable melodies that camouflages the forlorn essence of the lyrics. “Web In 

Fronf’s emotion-filled melodies and driving drums coalesce into an infectious song that will get heads a-swaying and feet a- 
tapping to the Archers Of Loaf’s pop/rock stylings. [Eric Bachmann ~ vocals/guitar, Mark Price - drums, Eric Johnson - guitar 
and Matt Gentling - bass. Produced by Caleb Southern.] 

77 Mind Bomb "Do You Need Some?" (Roli Mosimann Radio Edit) (Mertury) 
Mind Bomb slink their way through “Do You Need Some?,” the first single from their self-titled debut album. “Do You Need 
Some?” coalesces blinding guitar riffing, tyrannical drum destruction and an indulgent groove into an ear-melting explosion of 
funk/industrial sound. The song gyrates and pulsates through hardcore-dance funk, leaving you begging for more, more and 

more Mind Bomb. [Matt Mercado - vocals, Jim Bashaw - drums/backing vocals, Johnny Checuga - guitars/backing vocals and 
Shakky Von Krause - bass/backing vocals. Produced by Max Norman and Mind Bomb.] 

15 J[ "Country At War" (Mertury/Big Life) 
Los Angeles’ punk/blues/psychobilly masters, X, return after a two-year hiatus with “Country At War,” the first single from 

their latest effort, hey, Zeus!. X have always been known for powerful music and emotional lyrics, and “Country At War” carries 
on the tradition that garnered X respect from both reviewers and fans. Exene Cervenka’s and John Doe’s vocal harmonies, in 
conjunction with Tony Gilkyson’s melodic guitar strumming, implant “Country At War” with a country-rock sound, more in the 

vein of X with Dave Alvin than X with Billy Zoom. “Country At War” is a tale of alienation and impending armageddon, delivered 
with X’s distinctive musical sensibilities. [Exene Cervenka - vocals, John Doe - bass/vocals, Tony Gilkyson - guitar and DJ 

Bonebrake - drums. Produced by Tony Berg.] 
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numbER 34 

1. TERENCE TRENT D'ARBY She Kissed Me (Columbia) 3:40 • 2. PERE UBU Sleep Walk (Imago) 4:23 • 3. PURE Spiritual Pollution (Reprise) 3:52 

4. ETHYL MEATPlOW “Queenie" (Dali/Chameleon) 3:30 • 5. ADORABLE “Sunshine Smile” (Creation/SBK/ERG) 3:53 

B. MYSTERY ARTIST “Captain Nemo" (a&M) 5:23 • 7. PJ HARVEY “50Ft Queenie" (Islano/plg) 2:22 • 8, DADA “Here Today, Gone Tomorrow” (irs) 4:40 

9. R.E.M. “The Sidewinder Sleeps Tonite” (Warner Bros.) 2:41 • 10. HAMMERBOX “Hed” (a&m) 3:30 

11. DILLON FENCE “Poor Poor Lonely” (Mammoth) 3:09 • 12. TOOL “Sober” (Zoo) 5:06 i 

13. DOG SOCIETY “Love Is All Gone” (EastWest america/taG) 3:20 • 14. ULTRA VIVID SCENE “Candida” (4AD/Chaos) 4:04 

15. SCHOOL OF FISH “Everyword” (Capitol) 3:37* 16. ARCHERS OF LOAF “Web In Front" (Alias) 2:05 ^4^9 

17. MIND BOMB “Do You Need Some?” (Roll Mosimann Radio Edit) (Mercury) 3:45 

18. X “Country At War” (Big Life/Mercury) 


